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Sentiment analysis through opinion mining is determined through significant and grow-21
ing interest for many industries including hotel, tourism, educations and so on. Senti-22
ment analysis includes design of the system to search the user opinions in blog posts,23
comments, reviews or tweets regarding the product, policy or area. Many researchers24
carried out their research on opinion mining to identify the polarity of the statements.25
But the main problem during opinion mining is that the words chosen do not solve26
attribute relevancy and could not classify the positive and negative usage of uncer-27
tain terms. In order to address these problems, normal discriminant piecewise regres-28
sive (NDPR) sentiment classification technique is introduced. NDPR technique perform29
three processes, namely, pre-processing, feature extraction and classification to improve30
the accuracy level through forming classes (i.e., positive, neutral and negative) based31
on the extracted words from user review comments. Initially, NDPR technique per-32
forms the data pre-processing task for stemming and removing the stop words from33
review statements to reduce the file size that in turn improves the e!ciency. After that,34
normal discriminant feature extraction process is carried out in NDPR technique to35
extract the opinion word from the review statements sent by reviewers. The related36
opinion words are systematized for their semantic equivalence of sentiment based on37
extracted word. This helps to reduce the time consumption to extract the opinions38
from reviewers. Finally, piecewise regressive sentiment classification (PRSC) process is39
carried out in NDPR technique to analyse the semantic opinion words for evaluating40
the sentiment class label. The sentiment class labels are categorized into positive, neu-41
tral and negative sentiments with the user review comments. This in turn helps to42
reduce the time consumption to extract the opinions from reviewers and to improve the43
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review detection accuracy. The performance evaluation of NDPR technique is carried out1
with standard benchmark datasets of consumer product and services reviews extracted.2
The parameters used in evaluation are number of customer review words, accuracy,3
time complexity (TC) and false positive rate. Experimental analysis shows that NDPR4
technique reduces the time to extract the opinions from reviewers and false positive5
rate.6

Keywords: Sentiment analysis; NDPR; semantic opinion words; pre-processing; feature7
extraction; classification; stop words.8

1. Introduction9

Opinion mining is a developing research area in recent days. The designed methods10

are employed to identify the opinion of business product (i.e., positive, neutral or11

negative). An innovative MapReduce improved weighted ID3 decision tree classi-12

fication approach was introduced in Ref. 1 for opinion mining. A multiple feature13

selector was employed to minimize the high feature dimensionality. But the accuracy14

level was not improved by designed approach. Bayesian-based framework termed15

Opinion Mine was introduced in Ref. 2 for opinion mining with Twitter Data.16

Tweets were collected through Twitter API. An imported Tweet was processed17

for making collection of untrained rules and random variables. However, the time18

consumption was not reduced by Bayesian-based framework.19

A deep learning model was designed in Ref. 3 for fine-grained aspect-based opin-20

ion mining. Multi-head self-attention (MHSA) was employed to combine internal21

semantic text representation to model interaction with the sentiment features. A22

fuzzy system was employed in Ref. 4 for the instance selection to generate the mini-23

mum rules. Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm was introduced to the increase accu-24

racy and to reduce the number of rules. Though the accuracy level was increased,25

the time complexity (TC) was not minimized.26

A technology-based solution was provided in Ref. 5 for smart governance and27

interactive policy framing. The framework mined the user tweeting opinion about28

government policies and categorized into three polarities like positive neutral and29

negative. But the classification accuracy was not improved by technology-based30

solution. A neural network-based method was introduced in Ref. 6 for opinion min-31

ing from social web in healthcare domain. An opinion mining method was intro-32

duced for predicting the drug satisfaction level. But the complexity level was not33

reduced by neural network-based method.34

A weighted aspect-based opinion mining using deep learning method was35

designed in Ref. 7 for recommender system (AODR) to extract product characteris-36

tics. A deep learning method used the weighted user opinions from the review text37

for improving the RS. However, the accuracy level was not increased by deep learn-38

ing method. A Näıve Bayes machine learning algorithm was introduced in Ref. 8 to39

perform the multi-level classification to identify the sentiments of the commenter’s40

for various options. A Näıve assumption was considered with the keywords related41

to particular option to minimize the computational requirements.42
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An opinion mining system was introduced in Ref. 9 for binary and fine-grained1

sentiment classification. Feature-based sentiment classification included the pre-2

processing task to remove the noise, feature extraction and tagging polarity. But3

the computational cost was not minimized by opinion mining system. Highly rec-4

ommended web-based business sites was designed in Ref. 10 with collection strategy5

and swarm-based improvement system. A fuzzy c-means (FCM) grouping plan was6

used to collect the features. But the computational complexity was not reduced by7

FCM grouping plan.8

The issues identified from the above literature are lesser accuracy, higher time9

consumption, higher computational cost, higher computational complexity, higher10

error rate (ER) and so on. The above problems are addressed through introducing11

a new technique termed NDPR technique.12

• The main contribution of the NDPR technique is to perform pre-processing,13

feature extraction and classification for increasing accuracy level through forming14

classes (i.e., positive, neutral and negative) with help of extracted words from the15

user review comments.16

• NDPR technique performed data pre-processing task for stemming and removing17

the stop words from the review statements to minimize the file size.18

• Normal discriminant feature extraction process is carried out in NDPR technique19

to extract the opinion word from review statements sent by reviewers. The related20

opinion words are systematized for semantic equivalence of sentiment depending21

on extracted word.22

• Piecewise regressive sentiment classification (PRSC) process in NDPR technique23

analyzes the semantic opinion words for evaluating the sentiment class label. The24

sentiment class labels are classified into positive, neutral and negative sentiments25

with the user review comments. This in turn helps to improve the performance26

of opinion mining.27

This paper is arranged as follows. In Sec. 2, the existing opinion mining methods are28

reviewed. The detail description of the proposed NDPR technique is given in Sec. 3.29

The experimental evaluation and corresponding results of the various parameters30

are discussed in Sec. 4. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Sec. 5 to summarize31

our findings.32

2. Related Works33

Deep learning modified neural network (DLMNN) was introduced in Ref. 11 for34

sentiment analysis of online products review. An improved adaptive neuro-fuzzy35

inferences system (IANFIS) was introduced for online product prediction. The36

deep learning model with hybrid masking, review extraction and attention mech-37

anism was designed in Ref. 12 to extract multi-dimensional product feature from38

e-commerce reviews and to determine the sentiment weights. But the TC was not39

reduced by DLMNN.40
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The feature mining in sentiment analysis was carried out in Ref. 13 with moment1

flattering in text analytics. Web content mining was employed for extraction from2

the web page filling. Frequent pattern mining from website data increased the web-3

site organization. But the feature extraction accuracy was not improved through4

sentiment analysis. A new pattern-based opinion mining method was designed in5

Ref. 14 for market trend prediction. The opinion mining was carried out with an6

event classification for trend prediction. But the computational cost was not mini-7

mized by designed method.8

Reference 15 deals with social media (SM) technology and customer-centric9

management system for sustainable business growth of companies’ social customer10

relationship management (SCRM). However, the computational complexity was11

not reduced by designed system. The positive or negative polarity extraction was12

carried out in Ref. 16 from SM text of sentiment analysis in natural language pro-13

cessing. The exponential development for business organizations and governments14

were employed to conduct their research in sentiment analysis. But the ER was not15

minimized through extraction.16

A new detection approach was introduced in Ref. 17 to employ the aspect17

level sentiment detection aimed on item features. The designed system carried out18

pre-processing operation such as stemming, tokenization and stop-word removal19

to extract important information for its classification. However, the TC was not20

reduced by detection approach. The domain-dependent embedding model was intro-21

duced in Ref. 18 to attain the cross-domain aspect-based sentiment analysis in an22

end-to-end fashion. The designed model used the domain-dependent embedding’s23

with multi-task learning plan to collect domain-invariant and domain-dependent24

knowledge. But the accuracy level was not improved by designed model.25

The domain-specific seed list was introduced in Ref. 19 to categorize the tweets.26

Semantic and syntactic analysis on tweets was carried out to reduce the information27

loss during tweet classification. But the classification time was not reduced. A new28

pattern-based method was introduced in Ref. 20 for sentiment analysis with higher29

accuracy. The designed method was employed in Hadoop MapReduce framework30

for sentiment analysis with minimal time consumption. Though time consumption31

was reduced, the complexity level was not minimized by pattern-based method.32

3. Methodology33

An opinion mining is an essential one for the people to communicate or to express34

their opinions, feedbacks and attitudes toward entities products, services and their35

attributes. The key aim of opinion mining is to establish the attitude of writer36

regarding overall polarity of the document. Many researchers carried out their37

research on opinion mining in order to identify the polarity of the statements. But38

the accuracy was not improved and time consumption was not reduced by exiting39

opinion mining methods. In order to address these problems, normal discriminant40

piecewise regressive (NDPR) sentiment classification technique is introduced. The41
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Fig. 1. Structural diagram of NDPR technique.

key objective of NDPR technique is to improve the accuracy of identifying the state-1

ment polarity with minimal time consumption. The structural diagram of NDPR2

technique is illustrated in Fig. 1.3

Figure 1 illustrates the structural diagram of proposed NDPR technique for4

identifying the polarity of the review statements. Initially, the numbers of user5

reviews are collected from the input dataset “ur1, ur2, ur3, . . . , urn”. After collect-6

ing the input data, the proposed NDPR technique uses normal discriminant feature7

extraction process to extract the opinion words from the user reviews. This in turn8

helps to reduce the file size of the review statements. After that, PRSC process is9

used in NDPR technique to perform the review statement classification with higher10

accuracy and lesser time consumption. By this way, an e!cient sentiment analysis11

is carried out. The brief description of data pre-processing, feature extraction and12

classification is carried out in upcoming sections.13

3.1. Data pre-processing14

In NDPR technique, the data pre-processing task is an essential process for stem-15

ming and removing the stop words from review statements to minimize the file size16

that in turn improves the e!ciency. Pre-processing cleans and organizes the text17

from review statements for an exact classification process. The review statements18

contain many words. The irrelevant word increases the dimensionality and makes19

the classification process more di!cult one. Consequently, it increases the compu-20

tational complexity of classification process. Pre-processing includes three di"erent21

processes, namely, tokenization, stop words removal, stem words removal. Tokeniza-22

tion splits the raw text into di"erent words termed as tokens. The generated tokens23

are employed for understanding the context. Stopword is a word used for linking24

the high discriminating power words while forming the sentence. The stop word25

does not have any meaning. Word stemming is a process used to extract root words26

through removing su!xes from word.27
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3.2. Normal discriminant feature extraction1

In NDPR technique, we extract the opinion words from the user review statements.
The key aim of feature extraction is to project entire dataset from high-dimensional
space into low-dimensional space to avoid curse of dimensionality and reduce the
complexity. Initially, normal discriminant describes two classes (i.e., relevant and
irrelevant). After defining the two classes, the mean value of particular class is calcu-
lated. After that, the discriminant vector in normal discriminant feature extraction
projects the words in the review statements into two di"erent classes (i.e., opinion
words and non-opinion words) depending on mean and variance value. The projec-
tion increases the variance between two classes and reduces the variance within the
class. The mean of the classes are determined by

Meancl =
1

Nk

n!

i=1

wdi, (1)

where “Meancl” represents the mean of classes. “Nk” symbolizes the number of
words ‘wdi’ in kth class. After that, mean value of words in the class is determined as

Meanwo =
1
N

n!

i=1

wdi, (2)

where “Meanwo” represents the words mean value. “N” represents the number of
words. Depending on their mean value, the scatter matrix gets formed. The scatter
matrix is a product of mean of the two variables in NDPR technique. The matrix
helps to find out whether the words are correlated within classes or not. The scatter
matrix within the class is computed as

Sm(within) =
n!

i=1

(wdi ! Meancl) " (wdi ! Meancl)T , (3)

where “Sm(within)” denotes the scatter matrix within class, “wdi” denotes words
in the review statements, “Meancl” symbolizes the mean value of the classes. “T ”
represents the transpose matrix. In NDPR technique, Scatter matrix between the
classes is determined as

Sm(between) =
N!

i=1

N " (Meancl ! Meanwo)(Meancl ! Meanwo)T , (4)

where “Sm(between)” symbolizes the scatter matrix between the classes. “N”
denotes the number of words. “Meancl” represent the mean value of classes.
“Meanwo” symbolizes the mean value of words. Depending on the two matrixes,
the separation function is described as the ratio of variance between the classes to
variance inside the class. It is denoted as

SF =
!(between)
!(within)

=
" " Sm(between) " d

""Sm(within) " d
, (5)

where “SF” represents the separation function. “!(between)” symbolizes the vari-2

ance between the classes, “!(within)” denotes the variance within the class. “"”3
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symbolizes the linear discriminant vector. “d ” represents the optimal projection1

direction. The linear discriminant vector in NDPR technique projects the words2

into the classes depending on the optimal projection direction. Therefore, the pro-3

jection vector in normalized discriminant analysis reduces the variance and increases4

the correlation within the class. As a result, opinion words and non-opinion words5

are separated. From that, the opinion words are considered in NDPR technique for6

performing the data classification task. The algorithmic process of normal discrim-7

inant feature extraction is given as8

Input: Dataset
Output: Identify the opinion words
Step 1: Begin
Step 2: Collect user reviews with number of words
Step 3: Define two classes ‘class1, class2’
Step 4: For every class
Step 5: Determine mean value Meancl

Step 6: Determine mean value Meanwo

Step 7: Construct scatter matrix within and between
classes Sm(within) and Sm(between)

Step 8: Define class separability function ‘SF’
Step 9: Separate opinion words and remove non-opinion words
Step 10: End for
Step 11: End

9

As described in algorithm, normal discriminant feature extraction algorithm is10

described for performing the data classification. The normal discriminant vector11

is used for projecting the words as non-opinion words and opinion words. NDPR12

technique selects the opinion words and non-opinion words for data classification.13

The opinion words are employed for reducing the complexity involved in opinion14

mining and accuracy gets improved.15

3.3. PRSC16

PRSC process is carried out in NDPR technique to increase data classification for17

opinion mining. The opinion words are partitioned into intervals and separate line18

segment is assigned to every interval. PRSC is carried out on data through dividing19

the various independent variables (i.e., opinion words). When autonomous opinion20

words clustered into dissimilar set, PRSC is suitable to reveal diverse relationships21

between opinion words in the regions. The boundaries between segments are termed22

as the breakpoints. The PRSC process is illustrated in Fig. 2.23

From Fig. 2, PRSC collects the opinion words as input and performs the piece-
wise regression analysis. Piecewise regression splits the domain into many “seg-
ments” and fits the separate line through each one. PRSC analysis is defined as

PRSC = #0 + #1$ + #2($ ! bp) + %, (6)
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Fig. 2. PRSC.

where “bp” represents the breakpoint value. “$” denotes the input opinion words.1

“#0#1#2” indicate the regression coe!cients. “%” refers the error vector and2

“PRSC” represents the predicted output. From that, PRSC identifies the class3

of opinion words with lesser time and higher accuracy. The algorithmic process of4

PRSC is given as5

// Piecewise Regressive Sentiment Classification Algorithm
Input: Extracted opinion words
Output: Improves accuracy with lesser time consumption
Step 1: Begin
Step 2: For each extracted opinion words
Step 3: Apply Piecewise Regressive Sentiment Classification
Step4: Classify opinion words into three classes
Step5: End for
Step 6: End

6

Algorithm 2. PRSC.7

Algorithm 2 explains the algorithmic process of PRSC. The extracted opinion8

words are considered as an input. After that, piecewise regression analysis is carried9

out for every opinion words to perform the sentiment classification. The opinions10

are categorized into three classes, namely, positive, neutral and negative class in11

more accurate manner. By this way, an e!cient sentiment classification is carried12

out with minimal time consumption.13

3.4. Dataset preparation14

An experimental evaluation of NDPR technique is carried out using Java language.15

The tweets are collected from Sentiment140 dataset with 1.6 million tweets for16
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opinion mining through the classification. The URL of Sentiment140 dataset is1

https://www.kaggle.com/kazanova/sentiment140. This is the sentiment140 dataset.2

It contains 1,600,000 tweets extracted using the Twitter API. The tweets have been3

annotated (0 =negative, 4 =positive) and they can be used to detect sentiment. The4

dataset comprises six fields, namely, target, ids, date, flag, user and tweets. Target5

describes the polarity of the tweet (0 =negative, 2 =neutral, 4 =positive).6

4. Experimental Evaluation and Result Discussion7

An experimental evaluation of proposed NDPR technique and existing techniques,8

namely, MapReduce improved weighted ID3 decision tree classification approach19

and Bayesian-based framework2 is carried out using Java language. For conducting10

the experiments, the number of customer reviews is taken in the range 100–1000.11

Performance analysis of proposed NDPR technique is compared with the existing12

results with certain parameters listed as follows:13

• Accuracy14

• ER and15

• TC16

4.1. Analysis on accuracy17

Accuracy is defined as the ratio of number of customer reviews that are correctly
classified the polarity of the opinions to the total number of customer reviews
considered as an input. Consequently, the accuracy is determined as

Acc =
"

Number of customer reviews correctly classified polarity
Number of customer reviews

#
" 100, (7)

where accuracy level (Acc) is determined. The accuracy is measured in terms of18

percentage (%).19

Table 1 describes the accuracy with respect to number of customer reviews20

varying from 100 to 1000. When the number of customer reviews gets increased,21

the accuracy gets increased or decreased, respectively. Let us consider that input22

number of customer reviews is 500. The accuracy achieved by NDPR technique is23

93%. The accuracy attained by MapReduce improved weighted ID3 decision tree24

classification approach and Bayesian-based framework is 94% and 97%, respectively.25

The graphical representation of accuracy is illustrated in Fig. 3.26

Figure 3 describes the accuracy versus number of customer reviews varying from27

100 to 1000. The green color line denotes the accuracy of proposed NDPR technique.28

The blue line and red line symbolize the accuracy of MapReduce improved weighted29

ID3 decision tree classification approach and Bayesian-based framework. However,30

the accuracy of proposed NDPR technique is comparatively higher than that of31

the MapReduce improved weighted ID3 decision tree classification approach1 and32

Bayesian-based framework.2 This is due to application of normal discriminant fea-33

ture extraction process and PRSC process. The feature extraction process extracts34
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Table 1. Tabulation of accuracy.

Number of customer Accuracy (%)
reviews (number)

MapReduce improved Bayesian-based NDPR
weighted ID3 decision framework technique

tree classification approach

100 85 88 92
200 88 91 93
300 88 92 95
400 89 92 94
500 93 94 97
600 90 94 96
700 89 92 95
800 90 91 98
900 91 92 95
1000 91 92 95

Fig. 3. (Color online) Measurement of accuracy.

the opinion word from review statements sent by reviewers. After that, PRSC pro-1

cess analyzes the semantic opinion words for determining the sentiment class label.2

The sentiment class labels are classified into positive, neutral and negative senti-3

ments with the user review comments. Consequently, the proposed NDPR technique4

increases the accuracy of sentiment classification by 6% as compared to MapRe-5

duce improved weighted ID3 decision tree classification approach1 and 3% when6

compared to Bayesian-based framework,2 respectively.7

4.2. Analysis on TC8

TC is described as the product of number of customer reviews and amount of time
utilized for classifying the customer reviews polarity of the opinion. The TC is

2250013-10
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Table 2. Tabulation of TC.

Number of customer TC (ms)
reviews (number)

MapReduce improved Bayesian-based NDPR
weighted ID3 decision tree framework technique

classification approach

100 56 45 31
200 59 47 33
300 61 50 35
400 64 52 37
500 67 55 39
600 70 57 41
700 72 60 43
800 75 62 46
900 78 66 48
1000 80 68 50

determined as

TC = N " Time consumed for classifying one customer review, (8)

where the time complexity (TC) is computed. “N” denotes the number of customer1

reviews. The TC is measured in terms of milliseconds (ms).2

Table 2 explains the TC with respect to number of customer reviews changing3

from 100 to 1000. When the number of customer reviews gets increased, the TC4

also gets increased correspondingly. Let us consider that input number of customer5

reviews is 700. The TC attained by NDPR technique is 43ms. The TC consumed6

by MapReduce improved weighted ID3 decision tree classification approach and7

Bayesian-based framework is 72 and 60ms, respectively. The graphical representa-8

tion of TC is illustrated in Fig. 4.9

Fig. 4. (Color online) Measurement of TC.
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Figure 4 illustrates the TC versus number of customer reviews varying from 1001

to 1000. The green color line denotes the TC of proposed NDPR technique. The2

blue line and red line symbolize the TC of MapReduce improved weighted ID3 deci-3

sion tree classification approach and Bayesian-based framework. However, the TC4

of the proposed NDPR technique is comparatively lesser than that of MapReduce5

improved weighted ID3 decision tree classification approach1 and Bayesian-based6

framework.2 This is due to application of normal discriminant feature extraction7

and PRSC process. The feature extraction process selects the opinion word from8

review statements sent by reviewers. The PRSC process examines the semantic9

opinion words for finding the sentiment class label. The sentiment class labels are10

categorized into positive, neutral and negative sentiments with user review com-11

ments. Consequently, the proposed NDPR technique reduces the TC of sentiment12

classification by 41% as compared to MapReduce improved weighted ID3 decision13

tree classification approach1 and 28% when compared to Bayesian-based frame-14

work,2 respectively.15

4.3. Analysis on ER16

ER is described as the ratio of number of customer reviews that are incorrectly
classified the polarity of the opinions to the total number of customer reviews
taken as an input. Therefore, the ER is computed as

ER =
"

Number of customer reviews incorrectly classified polarity
Number of customer reviews

#
" 100, (9)

where error rate (ER) is computed. The ER is measured in terms of percentage (%).17

Table 3 describes the ER with respect to number of customer reviews vary-18

ing from 100 to 1000. When the number of customer reviews gets increased, the19

Table 3. Tabulation of ER.

Number of customer ER (%)
reviews (number)

MapReduce improved Bayesian-based NDPR
ID3 decision tree weighted framework technique

classification approach

100
15
12 8
200 12 9 7
300 12 8 5
400 11 8 6
500 7 6 3
600 10 6 4
700 11 8 5
800 10 9 2
900 9 8 5
1000 9 8 5
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Measurement of ER.

ER also gets increased or reduced, respectively. Let us consider that input num-1

ber of customer reviews is 300. The ER achieved by NDPR technique is 12%.2

The ER attained by MapReduce improved weighted ID3 decision tree classification3

approach and Bayesian-based framework is 8% and 5%, respectively. The graphical4

representation of ER is described in Fig. 5.5

Figure 5 describes the ER versus number of customer reviews varying from6

100 to 1000. The green color line denotes the ER of proposed NDPR technique.7

The blue line and red line symbolize the ER of MapReduce improved weighted8

ID3 decision tree classification approach and Bayesian-based framework. But the9

ER of proposed NDPR technique is comparatively lesser than that of MapReduce10

improved weighted ID3 decision tree classification approach1 and Bayesian-based11

framework.2 This is because of using normal discriminant feature extraction and12

PRSC process. The feature extraction process chooses the opinion word from review13

statements sent by reviewers. The PRSC process observes the semantic opinion14

words for identifying the sentiment class label. The sentiment class labels are clas-15

sified into positive, neutral and negative sentiments with user review comments.16

Therefore, the proposed NDPR technique reduces the ER of sentiment classifi-17

cation by 53% as compared to MapReduce improved weighted ID3 decision tree18

classification approach1 and 39% when compared to Bayesian-based framework,219

respectively.20

5. Conclusion21

A new technique termed NDPR sentiment classification technique performed pre-22

processing, feature extraction and classification to increase the accuracy level23

through three classes depending on extracted words from user review comments.24

NDPR technique performed the data preprocessing task for removing stop words.25
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Normal discriminant feature extraction process extracts the opinion word from1

review statements sent by reviewers. This helps to minimize the time consump-2

tion to extract the opinions from reviewers. PRSC process analyzes the semantic3

opinion words for determining the sentiment class label. This in turn helps to min-4

imize the time consumption to extract the opinions from reviewers. The e!ciency5

of NDPR technique is evaluated with two exiting methods in terms of accuracy,6

ER and accuracy. The experimental results show that NDPR technique provides7

better performance with an enhancement of accuracy and reduced TC as well as8

ER when compared to state-of-the-art works.9
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